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Abstract—Policy gradient reinforcement learning (RL) algo-
rithms have achieved impressive performance in challenging
learning tasks such as continuous control, but suffer from
high sample complexity. Experience replay is a commonly used
approach to improve sample efficiency, but gradient estimators
using past trajectories typically have high variance. Existing
sampling strategies for experience replay like uniform sampling
or prioritised experience replay do not explicitly try to control the
variance of the gradient estimates. In this paper, we propose an
online learning algorithm, adaptive experience selection (AES),
to adaptively learn an experience sampling distribution that
explicitly minimises this variance. Using a regret minimisation
approach, AES iteratively updates the experience sampling dis-
tribution to match the performance of a competitor distribution
assumed to have optimal variance. Sample non-stationarity is
addressed by proposing a dynamic (i.e. time changing) competitor
distribution for which a closed-form solution is proposed. We
demonstrate that AES is a low-regret algorithm with reasonable
sample complexity. Empirically, AES has been implemented for
deep deterministic policy gradient and soft actor critic algorithms,
and tested on 8 continuous control tasks from the OpenAI Gym
library. Ours results show that AES leads to significantly im-
proved performance compared to currently available experience
sampling strategies for policy gradient.
Index Terms—deep reinforcement learning, policy gradient
methods, off-policy learning, experience replay
I. INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a computational approach
for solving sequential decision-making problems under un-
certainty [1]. In these problems, typically an agent interacts
over time with the environment and learns to take actions
according to an optimal policy that maximises the cumulative
future expected rewards. Recent advances in RL have adopted
deep neural networks as high-capacity function approximators
resulting in deep reinforcement learning (DRL) [2]. DRL has
yielded impressive results in a number of tasks, including
learning to play Atari games [3], controlling robots from raw
images [4], and mastering the game of Go [5].
Policy gradient algorithms [6]–[11] seek the optimal policy
by operating directly on the gradient of accumulated rewards
taken with respect to the policy parameters. These methods have
reached excellent performance in problems with large and/or
continuous action spaces [12]. In its simplest formulation, the
policy gradient is estimated from trajectories1 generated by the
current policy (i.e. on-policy) [6], [10], [11], [13]. On-policy
gradient estimators are unbiased, but contemporary algorithms
suffer from low sample efficiency. This is because a new set
of trajectories need to be generated for each policy update, i.e.
at every step.
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1A trajectory is a sequence of transitions, each including current state, action,
next state and reward, up to a pre-defined time horizon.
To improve sample efficiency, experience replay (ER) [14]
is commonly used. This approach works by storing trajectories
generated by past policies and reusing them to estimate the pol-
icy gradient. ER leads to off-policy algorithms, i.e. the gradient
of the current policy is estimated using trajectories generated
by different policies [7], [15]–[17]. In these algorithms, the
divergence between current and past policies leads to bias in
gradient estimators, which is often corrected by employing an
importance sampling ratio in the off-policy gradient estimator.
However, this ratio is unbounded and can yield high (or even
infinite) variance [18]–[21]. Such high variance compromises
the algorithm’s convergence, resulting in increased sample
complexity and hindering effective learning.
To reduce the variance in off-policy gradient estimators,
several approaches have focused on seeking estimators with
better bias-variance trade-offs [7], [16], [22]–[26]. Most
of these variance reduction algorithms uniformly sample
trajectories from the replay butter to compute the gradients.
Improved experience replay sampling methods have also been
studied. A representative methodology is prioritised experience
replay [27] which identifies the most important trajectories and
sample them more frequently to improve learning efficiency
whereas the the importance of a trajectory is determined by the
temporal-difference error of transitions. Other experience replay
sampling strategies have also been proposed such as distributed
prioritized experience replay [28], and methods that depend
on the propagation of sample priority [29], curiosity [30], the
divergence between trajectories and current policy [31], and a
method to learn a separate policy for experience sampling [32].
Although the available experience sampling methods can often
achieve better performance compared to uniform sampling,
none of them explicitly address the high variance issue.
In this paper, we learn a sampling distribution for selecting
samples from the ER buffer to compute the gradient at each step.
Unlike existing approaches, our aim is to adaptively choose
this sampling distribution so that it explicitly minimises the
variance of the gradient estimates. This is achieved through
an online regret minimisation approach [33], which we call
Adaptive Experience Selection (AES), whereby the sampling
distribution is updated in a sequential manner during the
learning phase. We assume that there exists an unknown
competitor distribution that has optimal variance. AES attempts
to update the current sampling distribution in order to match
the competitor’s variance. To address the non-stationarity of
samples in the experience replay buffer, which is due to the
process of sample insertion and over-writing, we consider the
case of a dynamic (i.e. time-varying) competitor distribution.
We demonstrate that AES leads to a closed-form solution of
the sampling distribution, and has low regret and reasonable
sampling complexity. Empirically, we have implemented AES
with two representative DRL algorithms, deep deterministic
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2policy gradient (DDPG) [9] and soft actor critic (SAC) [34],
and have examined the performance on 8 continuous control
tasks in OpenAI Gym library. We show that AES achieves
significantly improved performance compared to existing
experience sampling strategies.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Markov Decision Processes
We consider sequential decision making problems whereby
an agent interacts with an environment, and the decision process
is modelled as discrete-time Markov Decision Process (MDP).
A MDP is defined by a tuple M = {S,A, P, r, γ, ρ0}, where
S is the state space; A is the action space; P : S×A×S → R
is the transition probability distribution, r : S × A → R is
the reward function, γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discounting factor and
ρ0 : S → R the initial state distribution. At a timestep t,
the agent observes the current state st ∈ S and takes an
action according to a policy at ∼ piθ (at|st) with θ denoting
policy parameters. Then, the environment moves to the next
state st+1 ∼ P (st+1|st,at), and the agent receives a reward
r (st,at). With s0 ∼ ρ0, and after following a fixed policy piθ
for H steps, a trajectory τ = (s0,a0, s1,a1, ..., sH−1,aH−1)
is obtained. Let R (τ) =
∑H−1
t=0 γ
tr(st,at) be the return for
τ . RL aims to maximise the expected return, denoted by J :
J(θ) = E
τ∼p(τ |piθ)
R (τ) (1)
where p(τ |piθ) is the trajectory distribution under policy piθ,
and is defined as:
p(τ |piθ) = ρ0(s0)
H−1∏
t=0
P (st+1|st,at)piθ(at|st) (2)
B. Policy gradient and experience replay
On-policy methods. Policy gradient methods update θ along
the direction of ∇θJ (θ) to maximise J (θ). It can be shown
that ∇θJ (θ) can be expressed as [6]:
∇J(θ) = E
τ∼p(τ |piθ)
[∇ log p(τ |piθ)R(τ)] (3)
The analytical expression of Eq. 3 is difficult to obtain,
since environmental knowledge like transition probabilities and
reward functions are difficult to obtain. Alternatively, Monte
Carlo methods are widely used to estimate the expectation in
Eq. 3 from trajectories only. The corresponding Monte Carlo
estimator for Eq. 3 is:
∇ˆJ(θ) = 1
N
N∑
k=1
∇ log p(τk|piθ)R(τk) (4)
where τk is the kth trajectory in Monte Carlo sampling. ∇ˆJ(θ)
is an unbiased estimator of ∇J(θ), when τk is generated by
piθ. This can be shown by taking expectation with respect to
τk ∼ p(τk|piθ) over the right hand side of Eq. 4.
On policy RL algorithms [10], [11], [13] run the current
policy to obtain τk. After θ is updated, a new τi is obtained
under the new policy. This procedure requires to generate a
large amount of new trajectories for each policy update, thus
resulting in low sample efficiency.
Off-policy methods. To increase sample efficiency, off-
policy RL algorithms [7], [15]–[17] update the current policy
using existing trajectories generated by previous, hence differ-
ent, policies. Considering a target policy piθ to maximise J (θ)
and a behaviour policy denoted by µ to generates trajectories
for Monte Carlo gradient estimate, Eq. 3 can be rewritten as:
∇J(θ) = E
τ∼p(τ |µ)
[ω (τ |piθ, µ)∇ log p(τ |piθ)R(τ)]
= E
τ∼p(τ |µ)
[ω (τ |piθ, µ) g (τ |piθ)]
(5)
where ω (τ |piθ, µ) = p (τ |piθ)/p (τ |µ) is the importance weight
ratio, and g (τ |piθ) = ∇ log p(τ |piθ)R(τ). Note that Eq. 5
samples τ from µ rather than piθ. This requires to introduce
ω for the equivalence between Eq. 5 and Eq. 3. However,
introducing ω results high variance. To see this, it suffices to
note that, using Eq. 2,
ω (τ |piθ, µ) =
H−1∏
t=0
piθ (at|st)
µ (at|st) (6)
Eq. 6 is a product of many unbounded importance weight ratios.
Therefore, if several µ (at|st) have very low probabilities,
the corresponding ratio piθ (at|st) /µ (at|st) can become very
large; the product of these ratio can explode resulting in very
high ω, and hence high variance.
Alternative formulations for ω and g have been proposed to
reduce the variance whilst keeping the bias low. For example,
clipping [7], [23] or scaling [22] the ratios piθ (at|st) /µ (at|st)
to prevent ω becoming too large; subtracting a baseline from
g [7], [24], [35]; the baseline is designed to reduce the
variance while adding little or no bias; taking the expectation
in Eq. 5 with respect to individual state-action pairs rather
than trajectories to alleviate the issue of exploding importance
ratios by considering a marginal return function with limiting
state distribution [7], [16].
Experience replay. Most off-policy RL algorithms use an
experience replay buffer to store the trajectories generated by
the current policy at each update. The policy gradient can be
estimated using Eq. 5 from a batch of trajectories randomly
sampled from the experience replay. Let B be the experience
replay, and piθt be the policy parameters at timestep t. At a
specific timestep t, the experience replay B may contain past
trajectories piθ0 , piθ1 , ... piθt . Assuming a uniform sampling
distribution over B, an unbiased Monte Carlo gradient estimator
for Eq. 6 is:
∇ˆJ(θ) = 1|Ψ|
∑
k∈Ψ
ω
(
τk|piθ, piθl(k)
)
g (τk|piθ) (7)
where Ψ is the set of sampled indexes for the trajectories in
B, and l (k) is a function specifying the policy update step
corresponding to the kth sample in B.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we focus on off-policy policy gradient algo-
rithms using experience replay. We seek a sampling distribution
for the trajectories in the ER buffer such that the gradient
3estimator features the smallest possible variance whilst adding
no bias. In this subsection, we present the proposed formulation.
Let U {1, |B|} be a discrete uniform distribution as com-
monly adopted for experience sampling. We rewrite Eq. 7 to
incorporate the procedure of sampling experience replay into
the policy gradient formulation:
∇J (θ) = E
k∼U
E
τ∼p(τ |piθl(k) )
ω
(
τ |piθ, piθl(k)
)
g (τ |piθ) (8)
where the outer expectation is taken with respect to the sampled
index in B, and the inner expectation is with respect to the
selected trajectory. With Eq. 8, using |Ψ|-sample Monte Carlo
estimator for the outer expectation and single-sample Monte
Carlo estimator for the inner expectation, leads to the estimator
in Eq. 7. This procedure can be expressed as firstly selecting
Ψ then averaging the gradient over the selected trajectories.
Instead of using uniform sampling, we aim to learn a
sampling distribution that minimises the variance in the gradient
estimate. Specifically, let p = [p(1), p(2), ..., p(|B|)] be a
vector, where p(i) represents the sampling probability for the
ith trajectory in B, and ∑|B|i=1 p(i) = 1. Let M (1,p) be a
multinomial distribution parameterised by p with single trial.
The policy gradient formulation withM as experience sampling
distribution can be obtained by rewriting Eq. 8:
∇J (θ) = E
k∼M
λk E
τ
ω
(
τ |piθ, piθl(k)
)
g (τ |piθ) (9)
where τ ∼ p(τ |piθl(k)), and the ratio λk = 1/p (k) |B| is the
importance weight ratio. By using |Ψ|-sample Monte Carlo
estimator for the outer expectation and single-sample Monte
Carlo estimator for the inner expectation, we obtain a unbiased
gradient estimator:
∇ˆJ(θ) = 1|Ψ|
∑
k∈Ψ
λk ω
(
τk|piθ, piθl(k)
)
g (τk|piθ) (10)
We want to learn p so as to minimise the variance in each
element of ∇ˆJ(θ). Accordingly, we introduce the objective
function:
f (p) =
∥∥∥Diag [Cov (∇ˆJ(θ))]∥∥∥2 (11)
where Cov (·) is the covariance matrix, Diag (·) is an operator
that extracts the diagonal elements in a square matrix and
stacks them into a vector, and ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm. The
corresponding optimisation problem is:
arg min
p∈∆
f (p) (12)
where ∆ is the probability simplex.
The objective function in Eq. 11 can be expanded and
simplified. Expanding f (p) using the definition of covariance
leads to:
f (p) =E
∥∥∥∇ˆJ (θ)− E ∇ˆJ (θ)∥∥∥2
=E
∥∥∥∇ˆJ (θ)∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥E ∇ˆJ (θ)∥∥∥2 (13)
For brevity, we write ω
(
τi|piθ, piθl(i)
)
as ωθi and g (τi|piθ) as
gθi . The formulation for E ∇ˆJ (θ) is:
E ∇ˆJ (θ) = 1|Ψ|
∑
k∈Ψ
Eλk ωθk gθk
=
1
|Ψ|
∑
k∈Ψ
|B|∑
i=1
p (i)λi ω
θ
i g
θ
i
=
1
|B|
|B|∑
i=1
ωθi g
θ
i (14)
Thus, the second term in Eq. 13 does not depend
on p, and can be ignored. On the other hand, let
B = E
∑
i∈Ψ
∑
j∈Ψ, j 6=i λi ω
θ
i
(
gθi
)>
λj ω
θ
j g
θ
j =∑
i∈Ψ Eλi ωθi
(
gθi
)> ∑N
j∈Ψ,j 6=i Eλj ωθj gθj . Assuming
the Monte Carlo samples from B are i.i.d., the formulation for
the first term in Eq. 13 can be obtained:
E
∥∥∥∇ˆJ (θ)∥∥∥2 = 1|Ψ|2 E
∥∥∥∥∥∑
k∈Ψ
λk ω
θ
k g
θ
k
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
1
|Ψ|2
(∑
k∈Ψ
Eλ2k
∥∥ωθk gθk∥∥22 +B
)
=
1
|Ψ|2
∑
k∈Ψ
|B|∑
i=1
p (i)λ2i
∥∥ωθi gθi ∥∥22 +B

=
1
|Ψ|2
 |B|∑
i=1
|Ψ|
p (i) |B|2
∥∥ωθi gθi ∥∥22 +B
 (15)
According to Eq. 14, the constant B does not depend on p.
By substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 13 and ignoring the constants
|Ψ|, |B| and B, our objective function is simplified to:
f (p) =
|B|∑
i=1
1
p (i)
∥∥ωθi gθi ∥∥22 (16)
In the rest of this section, we present the proposed algorithm,
Adaptive Experience Selection (AES) used to minimise Eq. 16
in the context of off-policy RL. We start from the simplified
setting where B is static, i.e. pre-filled, and the trajectories in
B do not change. Then, we will consider the more general case
where where sample insertions and overwriting are allowed
during learning, as in general off-policy RL algorithms.
B. Experience selection with static experience replay
In off-policy RL, the policy parameters are updated repeat-
edly using trajectories sampled from B. In this setting, the
optimisation in Eq. 12 requires an online learning formulation
whereby p is updated at each policy update step using the
observed data from all the previous steps. Specifically, let pt
be the sampling distribution at a policy update step t. At a
4specific step T , we observe {θt}T−1t=1 and B; we firstly obtain
pT by solving the following optimisation problem:
pT ← arg min
p∈∆
T−1∑
t=1
ft (p)
where ft (p) =
|B|∑
i=1
1
p (i)
∥∥∥ωθti gθti ∥∥∥2
2
(17)
Then, trajectories are sampled from B using pT as sampling
distribution; a gradient estimate is made using Eq. 9; the
gradient estimate is used to update θT−1 to θT with gradient
descent. The above procedure is repeated for each policy update
step.
Optimisation algorithms assuming full data observation
and i.i.d sampling like stochastic gradient descend are less
applicable in this context for two main reasons. First, θt is
revealed sequentially for different t, hence we have incremental
observations. Second, the θt’s are not i.i.d. as the policy
parameters in subsequent steps depend on those in earlier
steps. Here we resort to a regret minimisation approach to
solve the above online learning problem. We define the regret
at policy update step T , denoted by fR (T ), as:
fR (T ) =
1
|B|2
(
T∑
t=1
ft (p)−min
p∈∆
T∑
t=1
ft (p)
)
(18)
where the first term in brackets is our objective function at
step T , and the second term is a competitor assumed to have
optimal p. Ideally, we aim to update p to match the competitor’s
performance, formally limT→∞ 1T f
R (T ) = 0. This is also
referred to as non-regret.
Follow-the-regularised-leader (FTRL) is an effective ap-
proach to solve the regret minimisation problem in Eq. 18, and
can be formulated as [36]:
pT ← arg min
p∈∆
T−1∑
t=1
ft (p) + ν
|B|∑
i=1
1
p (i)
(19)
where the first term is our objective function; the second term
is a regularisation term to avoid zero probability for any index;
ν is a scalar balancing the two terms. Let dt (i) = ‖ωθti gθti ‖
2
.
It can be shown that Eq. 19 has a closed-form solution [36]:
pT (i) =
√∑T−1
t=1 dt (i) + ν∑|B|
i=1
√∑T−1
t=1 dt (i) + ν
. (20)
The update in Eq. 20 leads to a regret bounded by O(√T ).
To derive this, we need to make some assumptions on ∇J (θ)
and environmental rewards. In the rest of the paper we consider
the general policy gradient formulation in Eq. 5. However, the
assumptions and derivations below are also applicable to other
policy gradient formulations with different forms of ω and g
as discussed in Section II-B. We make three assumptions:
Assumption 1 (Lower-bounded policy function): There
exists a real constant 0 < β ≤ 1, such that:
∀(si,ai,θt) piθt(ai|si) ≥ β
Assumption 2 (Lipschitz differential policy function): There
exists a real constant 0 ≤ L <∞, such that:
∀(si,ai,θt) ||∇ log piθt(ai|si)|| ≤ L
Assumption 3 (Bounded rewards): There exists a real
constant 0 ≤ ζ <∞, such that:
∀(si,ai) |r (si,ai)| ≤ ζ
Based on the above assumptions, a bound on dt is defined by
the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, we have the
following bound:
dt (i) ≤
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]2
where dt (i) = ‖ωθti gθti ‖
2
. Proof. See Appendix A-A.
Given Lemma 1, the regret is bounded by the following
corollary.
Corollary 1. Given Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, we have the
following regret bound:
fR (T ) ≤
(
27
√
T + 44
)[ ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]2
Proof. The proof is straightforward by applying the above
Lemma 1 with the Theorem 3 in [36].
C. Experience selection with partial gradient
Eq. 20 requires to compute the gradient for all the samples
in B in all the policy update steps. Practically, this procedure is
very computationally expensive, as |B| is usually in the order
of millions. In this subsection, we aim to alleviate the computa-
tional load by using a subset of B to estimate pT . This scheme
fits well into an off-policy RL setting where, at each step, some
trajectories are sampled from B to estimate the policy gradient;
the same trajectories can then be used to estimate pT . Let Ψt be
the index set of sampled trajectories in B at policy update step
t. For i ∈ Ψt, an unbiased estimator of dt (i) is dt (i) /pt (i),
since E [dt (i) /pt (i)] = pt (i) dt (i) /pt (i) = dt (i). Therefore,
we replace dt (i) in Eq. 20 by
dˆt (i) =
{
dt(i)
pt(i)
if i ∈ Ψt
0 else
(21)
This leads to the following solution
pˆT (i) =
√∑T−1
t=1 dˆt (i) + ν∑|B|
i=1
√∑T−1
t=1 dˆt (i) + ν
(22)
One problem of Eq. 22 is that dˆt (i) is unbounded for i ∈ Ψt.
This leads to unbounded regret according to Lemma 1 and
Corollary 1, as dt (i) /pt (i) is unbounded. A typical solution is
to mix Eq. 22 with the probability mass function of a uniform
distribution:
p˜T (i) = (1− κ)
√∑T−1
t=1 d˜t (i) + ν∑|B|
i=1
√∑T−1
t=1 d˜t (i) + ν
+
κ
|B| (23)
5where κ ∈ [0, 1] is a coefficient to balance between the closed-
form solution (the first term) and the uniform distribution (the
second term). Since p˜T (i) ≥ κ/|B|, we obtain a bound for
d˜t (i) according to Lemma 1
d˜t (i) =
dt (i)
p˜t (i)
≤ |B|
κ
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]2
(24)
Another effect of the uniform distribution in Eq. 23 is
to improve exploration, as introducing uniform distribution
encourages to sample each trajectory equally. In term of regret
bound, we focus on expected regret as Eq. 23 is based on an
estimator of dt(i). The following corollary demonstrates that
Eq. 23 achieves a bound of O
(
|B| 13T 23
)
for expected regret.
Corollary 2. Let ν =
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]2
and κ = (|B|/T )1/3.
Under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, and assuming T ≥ |B|, Eq. 23
leads to the following bound:
1
|B|2 E
(
T∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−min
p∈∆
T∑
t=1
ft (p)
)
≤ 74
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]2
|B| 13T 23
Proof. Note that the optimal p does not depend on p˜t. Thus,
the proof can be done by applying the Theorem 7 in [36] with
Eq. 24.
D. Naive adaptive experience selection
The methods described in Section III-B and Section III-C
assumes the experience replay is static, i.e. the experience
replay is pre-filled and does not change over time. In off-policy
RL, however, the experience replay is dynamically updated with
new trajectories being inserted and old trajectories overwritten
at every step. A naive application of the solution in Eq. 23
would reinitialise the sampling distribution each time new ex-
periences are added into the buffer. Alg. 1 is the corresponding
algorithm encapsulating this approach. Line 3 – 11 generate
trajectories using the current policy and store the trajectories
into B. Line 12 resets ω(i) which equals to ∑T−1t=1 d˜t (i) in
Eq. 23. Line 14 updates the sampling distribution (analogous
to Eq. 23). Line 15 samples from experience replay with the
current sampling distribution and update policy parameters.
Line 16 updates ω(i) in an incrementally.
A significant problem of Alg. 1 is that it is sample inefficient
with regards to variance reduction. That is, it requires a
significantly large number of samples to achieves low regret,
as seen with the following results.
Assumption 4 (Limited off-policy iterations). With Alg. 1,
we have m < |B|/|Ψ|.
Assumption 4 results m|Ψ| < |B|, i.e. we do not go through
all the trajectories in |B| in a single epoch. This is reasonable
in the RL context as doing so harms exploration and is very
likely to get stuck into local optimum.
Corollary 3. Under assumption 4 and by setting m = E/C2
Algorithm 1 Naive Adaptive Experience Selection
1: Input: Number of epoch E, episode length H , number
of off-policy iterations m, experience replay B, batch size
|Ψ|, parameters ν and κ
2: Initialise: Current policy parameters θ′, B = ∅
3: Warm-up: Obtaining some trajectories by running piθ′ and
add them to B
4: for k = 1, ..., E do
5: Set t← 0 and get state s0
6: while t < H do
7: Perform at according to piθ′(.|st)
8: Get reward rt and next state st+1
9: Add experience (st,at, piθ′(at|st), rt, st+1) into B
10: t← t+ 1
11: end while
12: Reset w(i) = 0 for i ∈ [1, 2, ..., |B|]
13: for t = 1, 2, ...,m do
14: Update sampling distribution pt(i) = (1 −
κ)
√
w(i)+ν∑|B|
i=1
√
w(i)+ν
+ κ/|B|
15: Sample index set Ψt from B using pt as sampling
distribution; use the corresponding trajectories in B
to update the policy parameters from θ′ to θt using
off-policy policy gradient algorithms like DDPG or
SAC
16: Use the computed gradients in the step 15 to compute
d˜t(i) and update w(i)← w(i) + d˜t(i) for i ∈ Ψt
17: Update current policy θ′ ← θt
18: end for
19: end for
implying that T < C2 |B||Ψ| , for any constant C > 0, Alg. 1
achieves the following bound:
1
E
E∑
k=1
1
m
E
1
|B|2
(
m∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−min
p∈∆
m∑
t=1
ft (p)
)
≤ O( |B|
1/3C2/3
E1/3
)
Proof. See Appendix. A-B.
Corollary 3 demonstrates that for Alg. 1 to achieve regret
bound less than , it requires number of samples nb > H |B|C
2
3 .
Moreover, the condition T < C2 |B||Ψ| restricts the number of
iterations allowed for the bound to hold. Primarily to achieve
certain regret bound the number of iterations needs to be
high. For higher T , we need to increase C meaning that m =
T
C2 goes down resulting in less RL updates and lower RL
convergence rate.
E. Non-regret adaptive experience selection
In this subsection, we extend the methods described in
Section III-B and Section III-C to general experience replay,
i.e. when new experiences can be added on-the-fly and old
experiences can be overwritten. This extension leads to a low-
regret experience selection algorithm. In this more general
setting, the optimal sampling distribution changes continuously
as new experiences are being added into the buffer. Accordingly,
6we consider a regret minimisation model with a dynamic
competitor formulated as
fR (T ) =
1
|B|2
(
T∑
t=1
ft (p)−
T∑
t=1
min
pt∈∆
ft (pt)
)
(25)
The second term allows the competitor to choose different
optimal sampling distribution for each policy update steps. To
derive a solution, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 5 (Lipschitz continuous gradient). There exists
a real constant 0 < K <∞, such that:
||gθi − gθ
′
i || ≤ K||θ − θ′||
This is a mild smoothness assumption that holds for most
models, particularly neural networks.
Assumption 6 (PL inequality). There exists a real constant
ξ > 0, such that:
J (θ)− J (θ∗) ≤ (2ξ)−1||∇J (θ) ||2
where θ∗ = arg minθ J (θ). This PL inequality assump-
tion [37] is a bit stronger than the smoothness assumption.
Examples of functions satisfying PL condition include neural
networks with one-hidden layers, ResNets with linear activation
and objective functions in matrix factorisation [38].
It follows that we can bound the dynamic regret in Eq. (25)
given that the change in ft (p) is small for consecutive steps.
This smooth change can be guaranteed if only a very small
portion of B is changed between two consecutive steps, which
is common for off-policy RL algorithms. We propose Adaptive
Experience Selection (AES) algorithm that exploits this smooth
changing properties by regularly forgetting the influence of
ft (p) for old t. AES updates p using FTRL and reset p every
M steps. This is formally formulated as
pT ← arg min
p∈∆
T−1∑
t=T0
ft (p) + ν
|B|∑
i=1
1
p (i)
(26)
where T0 = max(1, bT/McM) is the starting index of the
M -step interval that T falls in, with b·c the floor function.
Eq. 26 has a closed-form solution similarly to Eq. 20:
pT (i) =
√∑T−1
t=T0
dt (i) + ν∑|B|
i=1
√∑T−1
t=T0
dt (i) + ν
(27)
Equation 27 is computationally expensive, since this formula-
tion requires to calculate the gradient for all the trajectories in
B. Similarly to Section III-C, we alleviate the computational
load by making an unbiased estimate of dt using the sampled
trajectories in each policy update step. This leads to the
following update similarly to Eq. 23:
p˜T (i) = (1− κ)
√∑T−1
t=T0
d˜t (i) + ν∑|B|
i=1
√∑T−1
t=T0
d˜t (i) + ν
+
κ
|B| (28)
The expected regret with Eq. 28 is bounded by the following
Theorem.
Theorem 1. Under assumption 1, 2, 3, 5, 6. Given a condition
on the learning rate according to the smoothness degree of
gθi : αt <
1
K and a condition on the severity of overwriting
M2 < |B|. Eq. 28 leads to the following bound:
1
|B|2 E
( T∑
t=1
ft(p˜t)−
T∑
t=1
min
p∈∆
ft(p))
)
≤ O(κ|B|T
M
)
+O( T
M
√
κM
) +O( |B|T
κM
) +O( T√|B|M )
According to Theorem 1, setting M = TC leads to sub-linear
regret bound with respect to T :
1
|B|2 E
( T∑
t=1
ft(p˜t)−
T∑
t=1
min
p∈∆
ft(p))
)
≤ O(κ|B|C)
+O( C
3
2√
κT
) +O( |B|C
κ
) +O(
√
CT√|B| )
(29)
However, the condition M2 < |B| implies T < C√|B|
which restricts the number of iterations allowed for the bound
to hold. Hence, there is a trade-off between the bound that can
be achieved and the number of iteration T allowed to achieve
that bound. Note that primarily to achieve certain regret bound
the number of iterations needs to be high. Thus, to relax the
restriction on T , we set M =
√
T
C so that T < C
2|B|. Hence,
we have:
1
|B|2 E
( T∑
t=1
ft(p˜t)−
T∑
t=1
min
p∈∆
ft(p))
)
≤ O(Cκ|B|
√
T )
+O(CT
1/4
√
κ
) +O(C|B|
√
T
κ
) +O(CT
3/4√|B| )
This bound is softer that the one in Eq. (29). However, the
restriction on the number of iteration is more relaxed T <
C2|B|. Note that to achieve this bound, we need high T . For
higher T , we need to increase C meaning that M =
√
T
C goes
down, hence more resetting is required.
Similar study is applied to Alg. 1 in Corollary 3 which shows
that to achieve regret bound less than , Alg. 1 requires number
of samples nb > H |B|C
2
3 while AES requires nb > H
C2C2/3
4/3
.
As stated above, for higher T , we need to increase C meaning
that m = TC2 goes down faster for Alg. 1 compared to M of
AES. Unlike AES, lower m for Alg. 1 means less RL update
and lower RL convergence rate. Finally, we should point out
that the regret bound of AES is, unlike Alg. 1, with respect to
Dynamic competitor.
Based on the above studies, we propose sample efficient
adaptive experience selection algorithm for off-policy policy
gradient methods. The proposed algorithm is presented in
Alg. 2. Line 5 calculates the sampling distribution. Line 6
samples from experience replay with the current sampling
distribution and update policy parameters. Line 7 incrementally
update w(i) for the sampling distribution estimation in the next
iteration. Line 8–10 reset the sampling distribution every M
iterations. Line 12–17 generate experiences with the current
policy and add them into the experience replay. Note that line
15 use 1−pt to sample the experience to be written by the new
one. This is because we consider the experience with smaller
sampling probability less valuable.
7Algorithm 2 Non-Regret Adaptive Experience Selection
1: Input: Number of iterations T , episode length H , restart-
ing period M , experience size |B|, sampling batch |Ψ|,
parameters ν and κ
2: Initialise: Current policy parameters θ0, B = ∅, w(i) = 0
for i ∈ [1, 2, ..., |B|]
3: Warm-up: Obtaining some trajectories by running piθ0 and
add them to B
4: for t = 1, 2, ...T do
5: Update sampling distribution pt(i) = (1 −
κ)
√
w(i)+ν∑|B|
i=1
√
w(i)+ν
+ κ/|B|
6: Sample index set Ψt from B using pt as sampling
distribution; use the corresponding samples in B to
update the policy parameters from θ′ to θt using policy
gradient algorithms like DDPG or SAC
7: Use the computed gradients in the step 6 to compute
d˜t(i) and update w(i)← w(i) + d˜t(i) for i ∈ Ψt
8: if t%M == 0 then
9: Reset w(i) = 0 for i ∈ [1, 2, ..., |B|]
10: end if
11: Set k ← 0 and get state s0
12: while k < H do
13: Perform ak according to piθt(.|sk)
14: Get reward rk and next state sk+1
15: Add experience (sk,ak, piθt(ak|sk), rk, sk+1) into B;
overwritten the experience sampled with distribution
1− pt if B is full
16: k ← k + 1
17: end while
18: end for
IV. RELATED WORK
Variance reduction in policy gradient RL. Control vari-
ate [39] is typically used to reduce variance by subtracting a
baseline from gradient estimate whilst adding no or little bias.
Various forms of baselines has been exploited in RL, e.g. those
based on exponential moving averages of rewards [13], [40],
a closed-form formulation minimising the variance for each
element in gradient [41], an approximation of value function [7],
[10], [11], [42], a function based on past gradients [43], and a
first order Taylor expansion of value function using off-policy
data [44]. Other representative methods include trust region
regularisation that limits the policy change in each policy
update [7], [10], clipping or scaling the importance sampling
ratio for importance sampling-based methods [7], [22], [23],
formulating policy gradient using limiting state distribution [7],
[16], and combining on-policy and off-policy methods [44],
[44], [45]. All these methods focus on seeking a low-variance
estimation of the gradient, using either uniform sampling or
temporal difference error-based sampling for trajectories. None
of these works has investigated the problem of learning an
adaptive sampling distribution to reduce variance.
Experience selection in RL. A substantial body of work has
also been devoted to design better sampling distributions for the
ER buffer. [27] propose prioritised experience replay that uses a
non-uniform sampling distribution prioritising the experiences
with higher temporal-difference error. [29] propagate the
priorities of samples through sequence of transitions. [28]
propose a distribution version of prioritised experience replay
using multiple workers to generate and select experiences. [30]
propose a curiosity-based strategy that prioritises samples
with rarely-seen states. [31] consider the “off-policyness” of
trajectories and ignore the trajectories that deviate too much
from the current policy. [32] learn a policy through RL to
sample from experience replay. The influence of the size of
experience replay [8], [46], [47] and overwritten strategy of
existing experiences [8] have also been studied. All the above
methods do not explicitly optimise the sampling distribution
to reduce the gradient’s variance.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiment setting
Environments. We perform experiments on 8 Mujoco [48]
environments using the OpenAI Gym library [49]: InvertedPen-
dulum, InvertedDoublePendulum, Reacher, Hopper, HalfCheeta,
Walker2d, Ant, Humanoid. The environments are selected to
include tasks with varying complexity. Examples for these
environments are presented with some comparisons on our
team YouTube channel 2
Parameter Tuning. All experiments are evaluated using 5
different seeds: {2, 20, 200, 2000, 20000}. For AES’s hyper-
parameters tuning, we set the seed to 2, then use the hyper-
parameters with the best results on the remaining 4 seeds.
Details about the hyper-parameters setting and implementations
of AES and the policy gradient RL methods (i.e., SAC and
DDPG) can be found in App. B.
Evaluation. We report plots (Fig. V-B and Fig. V-B) of
the mean and standard deviation of the episodic return over
all 5 different seeds. For each seed, the episodic return is
computed on testing trials over the learning steps. This allows
us to study the learning progress with respect to the number
of samples acquired over time. AES’ goal is to improve the
sample efficiency by explicitly reducing the variance in gradient
estimators. Lower variance should also entail improvement
in the learning stability, robustness and final performance.
We analyse these performance metrics from the reported
plots. Performance measurements reflecting these four aspects
are extracted from the plots and reported in App. D-B. A
simple study of the variance over learning steps is reported in
App. D-A.
Comparison methods. We have implemented the proposed
AES methodology for two widely used off-policy RL algo-
rithms: deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [9] (see
App. C-B) and soft actor-critic (SAC) [34] (See App. C-A),
referred to as AES-DDPG and AES-SAC, respectively. We
compare these algorithms with two competing methods: DDPG
and SAC with uniform experience sampling as baseline and
DDPG and SAC with prioritised experience replay [27] (here
called pri-DDPG and pri-SAC, respectively) as representative
methods for experience selection.
8(a) Inverted Pendulum (b) Inverted Double Pendulum (c) Reacher
(d) Hopper (e) HalfCheetah (f) Walker2d
(g) Ant (h) Humanoid
Fig. 1. Performance of comparison methods with DDPG.
B. Results
Fig. V-B and Fig. V-B report the mean episodic return. From
Fig. V-B, we can see that pri-DDPG performs generally better
than DDPG, and AES-DDPG achieves improved performance
compared to pri-DDPG. Specifically, for relatively simpler
environments (Inverted Pendulum, Inverted Double Pendulum,
Reacher, Hopper), AES-DDPG performs slightly better than
pri-DDPG. For HalfCheetah and Walker2d, which are more
complex tasks, AES-DDPG achieves a larger improvement
compared to pri-DDPG. For Ant and Humanoid, which are the
most complex ones, DDPG is unable to learn a good policy.
As a result, the performance of AES-DDPG is unstable. AES-
2https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkDyucGZSYrSbBefntPZVHg
DDPG performs similarly to pri-DDPG on Ant, and slightly
better than pri-DDPG on Humanoid. The improvement achieved
by AES is not limited to sample efficiency, but involves
also learning stability, robustness and final performance. AES-
DDPG achieves the highest final episodic return on all the
environments with slight fluctuations across the learning steps
and little variation over the different seeds.
Similar trends can be observed with SAC as shown in
Fig. V-B. It can be seen that SAC-AES performs clearly
better than SAC and pri-SAC on more complex environ-
ments (Hopper, HalfCheetah, Walker2d, Ant), while SAC-
AES performs comparablly to SAC on simpler environments
(Inverted Pendulum, Inverted Double Pendulum, Reacher). A
possible reason here is that SAC alone is sufficient to achieve
9(a) Inverted Pendulum (b) Inverted Double Pendulum (c) Reacher
(d) Hopper (e) HalfCheetah (f) Walker2d
(g) Ant (h) Humanoid
Fig. 2. Performance of comparison methods with SAC.
near-optimal performance on these environments due to their
simplicity, and there is litte room for improvement. On the other
hand, we observe that pri-SAC based on temporal difference
error does not perform better than SAC with general uniform
sampling. A potential problem could be that Prio depends
on the objective function being optimised as SAC, unlike
DDPG, modifies the policy gradient objective function by
adding an additional term of the policy entropy. On the contrary,
AES considers the objective function as a whole regardless
of its components. Note that, SAC-AES outperforms SAC
on the complex environment Humanoid, but its performance
is comparable to pri-SAC. An explanation for this result
can be related to [8], who empirically demonstrated that the
performance of heuristic experience selection method such as
Prio depends on the characteristics of the control problem at
hand. In addition to this assessment, we have also observed that
the performance of heuristic experience selection methods also
depends on the objective function defined by the underlhying
RL algorithm. These results clearly demonstrate the ability
of AES to adapt to different environments using different RL
algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive variance
reduction methodology for policy gradient learning through
experience replay, which has been framed as an online
optimisation problem. AES is generic and does not modify
the gradient estimate making it possible to integrate different
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existing methods to reduce the variance further. We demonstrate
this claim by employing AES in two existing RL algorithms
i.e., SAC and DDPG, that can be considered as gradient based
VR policy gradient methods. We have empirically shown that
AES improves the learning performance of SAC and DDPG
compared to standard and prioritised experience replay. We
also also provided theoretical analysis and justification for
guaranteeing variance reduction within our framework.
In future work, different approaches for handling the non-
stationarity caused by RL experiences overwriting could be
further explored. An alternative approach would use online
unsupervised clustering algorithm to estimate the experience
replay distribution directly in the experience space rather than
imposing sampling distribution over their index. Overwriting
would then update the density estimation (clustering) model
of the experiences. This will prevents abrupt change in the
sampling distribution and standard online learning can then
be applied to find the best sampling distribution reducing the
variance the most. On the application aspect, AES could be
explored with multi-agent RL where the variance is known to
be high and alleviating it is essential.
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APPENDIX A
PROOFS
A. Proof of Lemma 1
For simplicity, we write θt as θ. Note that the output of ωθi and R are scalars. Therefore, we have the following equation:
dt (i) =
∣∣ωθi gθi ∣∣2 = ∥∥ω (τi|piθ, piθl(i))∇ log p(τi|piθ)R(τi)∥∥2 = ω2 (τi|piθ, piθl(i))R2(τi)‖∇ log p(τi|piθ)‖2 (30)
According to Eq. 2 and Assumption 1, we have
ω
(
τi|piθ, piθl(i)
)
=
H−1∏
t=0
piθ (at|st)
piθl(i) (at|st)
≤
H−1∏
t=0
1
β
=
1
βH
(31)
Eq. 2 and Assumption 2 lead to
‖∇ log p(τi|piθ)‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥
H−1∑
t=0
∇ log piθ(at|st)
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
H−1∑
t=0
‖∇ log piθ(at|st)‖ ≤ HL (32)
Using Assumption 3 we can obtain
R (τi) =
H−1∑
t=0
γtr(st,at) ≤ ζ
H−1∑
t=0
γt =
1− γH
1− γ ζ (33)
By substituting Inequalities (31), (32) and (33) to Eq. 30, we obtain
dt (i) ≤
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]2
(34)
Thus, the proof of Lemma 1.
B. Proof of Corollary 3
Using Corollary 2, we have
E
1
|B|2
(
m∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−min
p∈∆
m∑
t=1
ft (p)
)
≤ 74
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]2
|B| 13m 23 (35)
It follows that
E∑
k=1
1
m
E
1
|B|2
(
m∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−min
p∈∆
m∑
t=1
ft (p)
)
≤ 74
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]2
|B| 13m− 13E (36)
Setting m = E/C2 leads to sub-linear regret bound with respect to E:
E∑
k=1
1
m
E
1
|B|2
(
m∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−min
p∈∆
m∑
t=1
ft (p)
)
≤ O(|B|1/3C2/3E2/3) (37)
Under assumption 4 and with m = E/C2, we have T < C2 |B||Ψ| . The regret bound can be written as follows:
1
E
E∑
k=1
1
m
E
1
|B|2
(
m∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−min
p∈∆
m∑
t=1
ft (p)
)
≤ O( |B|
1/3C2/3
E1/3
) (38)
Thus, Corollary 3 is proven.
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C. Proof of Theorem 1
Recall that for AES we reset p every M policy update steps. Thus, we divide the policy update steps into sequential sets
each with M steps, and use Tm to denote the mth set where m ∈ [1, 2, ..., bT/Mc+ 1]. It follows up that:
1
|B|2 E
(
T∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−
T∑
t=1
min
p∈∆
ft (p)
)
=
1
|B|2
b TM c+1∑
m=1
E
( ∑
t∈Tm
ft(p˜t)−min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)
)
+
1
|B|2
b TM c+1∑
m=1
E
(
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p)
)
(39)
Using Lemma 2, we can bound the second term of Eq. (39):
1
|B|2
b TM c+1∑
m=1
E
[
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p)
]
≤ O( T√|B|M ) (40)
Following Theorem 7 in [36], we can bound first part of Eq. (39) as follows:
1
|B|2 E
( ∑
t∈Tm
ft(p˜t)−min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)
)
≤ κ
M∑
t=1
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2 + 27
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]
√
κ|B|
M∑
t=1
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||+
44|B|
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]2
κ
(41)
where |Tm| = M ∀m. Using the same steps used in lemma 2 to move from Eq. (55) to Eq. (57), we can bound Eq. (41) as
follows:
1
|B|2 E
( ∑
t∈Tm
ft(p˜t)−min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)
)
≤ 2K|B|κ
β2
M∑
t=1
(
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
)
+
27
√
2K
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]
β
√
κ
M∑
t=1
√(
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
)
+
44|B|
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]2
κ
(42)
Using the steps used in lemma 2 to move from Eq. (57) to Eq. (63), we can bound Eq. (41) as follows:
1
|B|2 E
( ∑
t∈Tm
ft(p˜t)−min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)
)
≤ 2K|B|κ
β2
M∑
t=1
(
E
[
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
]
+ 2
t(1− γH)ζ
|B|(1− γ)
)
+
27
√
2K
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]
β
√
κ
M∑
t=1
√
E
[
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
]
+ 2
t(1− γH)ζ
|B|(1− γ) +
44|B|
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]2
κ
(43)
For these steps, Assumption 3 and 5 need to hold. Using Jensen’s inequality and with a bit of algebra, we can obtain the
following:
1
|B|2 E
( ∑
t∈Tm
ft(p˜t)−min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)
)
≤ 2K|B|κ
β2
( M∑
t=1
E
[
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
]
+ 2
M(M + 1)(1− γH)ζ
|B|(1− γ)
)
+
27
√
2K
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]
β
√
κ
( M∑
t=1
√
E
[
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
]
+ 2
(1− γH)ζ
|B|(1− γ) (
2M3/2
3
+O(
√
M))
)
+
44|B|
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]2
κ
(44)
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Under assumption 6 and given that the number of overwritten samples before resetting is less than the buffer size M2 < |B|
(this condition is already needed for lemma 2), we use the steps of lemma 2 used to move from Eq. (63) to Eq. (64):
1
|B|2 E
( ∑
t∈Tm
ft(p˜t)−min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)
)
≤ 2K|B|κ
β2
( M∑
t=1
(1− ξα)t−1(J(θ∗)− J(θ0))+ 2(1− γH)ζ
(1− γ)
)
+
27
√
2K
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]
β
√
κ
( M∑
t=1
√
(1− ξα)t−1(J(θ∗)− J(θ0))+ 2(1− γH)ζ
(1− γ) (
2
3
√
M
+O( 1
M3/2
))
)
+
44|B|
[
ζ(1−γH)
βH(1−γ)HL
]2
κ
(45)
Thus,
1
|B|2 E
( ∑
t∈Tm
ft(p˜t)−min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)
)
≤ O(κ|B|) +O( 1√
κM
) +O( |B|
κ
) (46)
Using Eq. (46) with Eq. (40), we have:
1
|B|2 E
(
T∑
t=1
ft (p˜t)−
T∑
t=1
min
p∈∆
ft (p)
)
≤ O(κ|B|T
M
) +O( T
M
√
κM
) +O( |B|T
κM
) +O( T√|B|M ) (47)
Thus, we prove theorem 2.
D. Proof of Lemma 2:
Under assumption 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6, lemma 2 bounds regret between static and dynamic optimum within epoch:
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p) =
min
p
∑
t∈Tm
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i)
−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i)
(48)
Taking p∗ = arg minp∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
∑|B|
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i) and p
∗
t = arg minp∈∆
∑|B|
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i) , Eq. (48) can be expressed as:
min
p
∑
t∈Tm
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i)
−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i)
=
∑
t∈Tm
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
(
1
p∗(i)
− 1
p∗t (i)
)
(49)
To find p∗, we solve the following optimisation problems:
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i)
E∑
i=1
p(i) = 1
p(i) ≥ 0, i = 1, ...|B| (50)
By formulating the Lagrangian, setting its derivative to zero and using complementary slackness, we can show that:
p∗(i) =
√∑
t∈Tm ||ωθti gθti ||2∑|B|
j=1
√∑
t∈Tm ||ωθtj gθtj ||2
(51)
Similarly, to find p∗t , we solve the optimisation problem:
min
p∈∆
|B|∑
i=1
||ωθti gθti ||2
p(i)
E∑
i=1
p(i) = 1
p(i) ≥ 0, i = 1, ...|B| (52)
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By formulating the Lagrangian, setting its derivative to zero and using complementary slackness, we get:
p∗t (i) =
||ωθti gθti ||∑|B|
j=1 ||ωθtj gθtj ||
(53)
By substituting p∗ and p∗t in Eq. (49) and doing a bit of algebra, we can express Eq. (48) as :
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p) =
|B|∑
i=1
|B|∑
j=1
√∑
t∈Tm
∑
t′∈Tm
(||ωθti gθti ||2)(||ωθt′j gθt′j ||2)−
∑
t∈Tm
|B|∑
i=1
|B|∑
j=1
(||ωθti gθti ||)(||ωθtj gθtj ||)
(54)
Using Lemma 1, we can get bound Eq. (54):
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p) ≤ |B|
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
] |B|∑
i=1
√
|Tm|
∑
t∈Tm
||ωθti gθti ||2 (55)
Assuming that no over-witting is occurring before resetting Tm, we can consider the RL as a SGD-based optimisation
problem for the data in the replay buffer, hence, J(θ) = 1|B|
∑|B|
j=1 Ji(θ). Assume that the variance of the gradient is zeros for
optimum policy E[||gθ∗j ||2] = 0, where θ∗ = argmaxθJ(θ)· Under assumption 5, we can use lemma 1 in [50] to show that:
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p) ≤ |B|
√
2K
β
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
] |B|∑
i=1
√
|Tm|
∑
t∈Tm
(
Ji(θ∗)− Ji(θt)
)
(56)
Using Jensen’s inequality:
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p) ≤ |B|
√
2K|B|
β
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]√
|Tm|
∑
t∈Tm
(
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
)
(57)
Taking into account the overwriting occurring within the |Tm| steps, Eq. (57) becomes:
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p) ≤ |B|
√
2K|B|
β
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]√
|Tm|
∑
t∈Tm
(
J˜(θ∗)− J˜(θt)
)
(58)
where J˜(θt) denotes the objective function with overwriting. We can bound the new objective J˜(θt) as follows:
J(θt)− tmaxτ R(τ)−minτ R(τ)|B| ≤ J˜(θt) ≤ J(θt) + t
maxτ R(τ)−minτ R(τ)
|B| (59)
Using Assumption 3, we have:
J(θt)− t(1− γ
H)ζ
|B|(1− γ) ≤ J˜(θt) ≤ J(θt) +
t(1− γH)ζ
|B|(1− γ) (60)
Setting |Tm| = M ∀m and using Eq. (60), we can bound Eq. (57) as follows:
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p) ≤ |B|
√
2K|B|
β
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]√√√√M M∑
t=1
(
J(θ∗)− J(θt) + 2 t(1− γ
H)ζ
|B|(1− γ)
)
(61)
Taking expectation over {θt}Mt=1 and using Jensen’s inequality, we have
E
[
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p)
]
≤ |B|
√
2K|B|
β
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]√√√√M( M∑
t=1
E
[
J(θ∗)− J(θt)
]
+
M(M + 1)(1− γH)ζ
|B|(1− γ)
)
(62)
Under assumption 6, we can use Theorem 4 in [50] to show that:
E
[
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p)
]
≤ |B|
√
2K|B|
β
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]√√√√M M∑
t=1
(1− ξα)t−1(J(θ∗)− J(θ0))+ M2(M + 1)(1− γH)ζ|B|(1− γ)
(63)
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where αt = α ≤ ξ/K2. Assume 0 ≤ (1− ξα) < 1, hence α < 1/ξ which implies a condition on the learning rate according to
the smoothness degree of the objective function α < 1/K. Given that number of overwritten samples before resetting is much
less than the buffer size M2 < |B|:
E
[
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p)
]
≤ |B|
√
2K|B|
β
[
ζ(1− γH)
βH(1− γ)HL
]√√√√M M∑
t=1
(1− ξα)t−1(J(θ∗)− J(θ0))+ (M + 1)(1− γH)ζ
(1− γ)
(64)
Thus,
E
[
min
p∈∆
∑
t∈Tm
ft(p)−
∑
t∈Tm
min
p∈∆
ft(p)
]
≤ O(|B|
√
|B|M) (65)
Thus, lemm 2 is proven
APPENDIX B
IMPLEMENTATIONS
All implementations are in python 3.6.8 using pytorch 0.4.0.
A. DDPG
DDPG’s agent uses actor-critic architecture. For the actor, we use three layers neural network with fully connected input layer
mapping the states to a fully connected 400 hidden layer followed by a fully connected 300 output layer where its output size
is equal to the action dimension. All input and hidden layers were followed by a rectifier nonlinearity while the output layer is
a tanh layer to bound the actions. For the critic, we use neural network with three fully connected layers. All layers excluding
the last one are followed by a rectifier nonlinearity. The first layer maps states to 400 hidden layer. Actions are concatenated
with the output of the first layer and fed to the second layer with 300 output size. The third layer maps the 300 ouput of the
second layer to output of size 1. Adam optimiser is used with its learning rates set to 10−4 and 10−3 for the actor and critic
respectively. Mini-batch size is set to 64. The rest hyper-parameter of DDPG are set the same as its original paper [9].
B. SAC
SAC adopts the soft Q-learning (SQL) implementation of [51] with two Q-functions. Both, the Q-value functions and policy
/ sampling network are neural networks comprised of 256 hidden layer and ReLU nonlinearity. Adam optimiser is used with its
learning rates set to 10−4, batch size is set to 256. The rest hyper-parameter of SAC are set the same as in the orginal code 3.
C. AES
AES implementations resemble the steps presented in Alg. 2 with few practical variations. The AES hard resetting presented
in Alg. 2 (line 9) is replaced with soft resetting version where forgetting factor % is used. For some experiments, we anneal this
forgetting factor from initial to final values. For parameters tuning of AES, samples of different hyper-parameter settings are
tested and the best ones are used. Table I lists the AES hyper-parameters used in the comparative evaluation in Fig. V-B and
Fig. V-B.
APPENDIX C
ALGORITHMS
A. SAC application
We apply AES presented in Alg. 2 to SAC algorithm for continuous action proposed by [34]. We call the resulting algorithm
AES-SAC presented in Alg. 3.
B. DDPG application
We apply AES presented in Alg. 2 to DDPG algorithm for continuous action proposed by [9]. We call the resulting algorithm
AES-DDPG presented in Alg. 4.
APPENDIX D
ADDITIONAL RESULTS
A. Variance evaluation
Variance of DDPG on Walker2d environment is shown in Fig. 3. We can clearly notice the improvement by AES-DDPG
compared to DDPG on walker2d which is considered as complex environment.
3https://github.com/vitchyr/rlkit
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TABLE I
AES HYPER-PARAMETERS
Paramertes values
AES-DDPG
exploration rate κ 0.1
regularisation factor ν 1000
forgetting factor % 0.9
AES-SAC
Reacher, Walker2d, Halfcheetah
exploration rate κ 0.2
regularisation factor ν 1000
forgetting factor % 0.7
Ant, Hopper,
exploration rate κ 0.2
regularisation factor ν 1000
annealed forgetting factor % 0.8→ 0.2
InvertedDoublePendulumn, InvertedPendulumn(ν = 1000), Humanoid (κ = 0.1)
exploration rate κ 0.2
regularisation factor ν 10000
annealed forgetting factor % 0.7→ 0.2
Algorithm 3 Adaptive Experience selection for SAC: AES-SAC
1: input: number of iteration T , sampling batch |Ψ|, restarting period M , experience size |B|, exploration meta-learning
parameter κ, maximum trajectory length H
2: initialise: initialise policy parameters θp, soft Q-function parameters θq , value function parameters θv target value function
parameters θ′v , probability of sampling weights
{
w(i) = 0
}|B|
i=1
and gradient accumulators dθp ← 0, dθv ← 0 and dθq ← 0.
3: repeat
4: Initialise a random process N for action exploration
5: Get initial stat s1
6: for i ∈ {1, ...H} do
7: Update sampling distribution
{
p(j) = (1− κ)
√
w(j)+|B|
(
1
βL(
√
D+HR)
)2
/κ
∑|B|
j=1
√
w(j)+|B|
(
1
βL(
√
D+HR)
)2
/κ
+ κ/|B|
}|B|
j=1
8: Select action ai = µθp(si) +N according to the current policy and exploration noise
9: Execute action ai and receive reward ri and the next state si+1
10: Store transition (si, ai, ri, si+1) in the experience buffer by overwriting experience indexed by j ∼ 1−p|B|−1
11: Sample indices {j1, ...j|Ψ|} ∼ pt and use them to select batch of experiences from the experience buffer:{
(sj , aj , rj , sj+1)
}
j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|}
12: Compute policy gradient dθp, value function gradient dθv soft-Q function gradient dθp using the |Ψ| sampled experiences{
(sj , aj , rj , sj+1)
}
j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|}
.
13: Use probability of sampling p with importance sampling to correct the bias in dθp, dθv and dθq .
14: Update policy parameters θp using dθp, value function parameter θv using dθv and soft-Q function parameters θq
using dθq .
15: Compute {d˜t(j)}j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|} using dθp, dθv and dθq and update
{
w(j)← w(j) + d˜(j)/p(j)
}
j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|}
16: end for
17: until Max iteration T reached
B. Numerical measurements
When applying AES, we are interested in the improvement in sample efficiency, that is, can we achieve higher score using
same amount of samples. We are also interested in the learning stability and final performance because reducing variance
should affect these measurements. To report the effect of AES on this three aspect, we define Learning speed as the average
speed with respect to steps within the steps needed to reach the maximum score during the last 60% of total learning steps;
Learning speed= (max score)/(number of steps). Since our method reduce the updating variance by selecting samples with less
noisy gradient, faster improvement can be achieved. That is because local optimum can be reached without much of distraction,
allowing better optimum using less samples. That reflect higher score with less steps. Thus, we also report the (max score)
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Algorithm 4 Adaptive Experience selection for DDPG: AES-DDPG
1: input: number of iteration T , sampling batch |Ψ|, restarting period M , experience size |B|, exploration meta-learning
parameter κ, maximum trajectory length H
2: initialise: initialise policy parameters θ, critic parameters θv, target policy parameters θ′, target critic parameters θ′v,
probability of sampling weights
{
w(i) = 0
}E
i=1
and gradient accumulators dθ ← 0, dθv ← 0.
3: repeat
4: Initialise a random process N for action exploration
5: Get initial stat s1
6: for i ∈ {1, ...H} do
7: Update sampling distribution
{
p(j) = (1− κ)
√
w(j)+|B|
(
1
βL(
√
D+HR)
)2
/κ
∑|B|
j=1
√
w(j)+|B|
(
1
βL(
√
D+HR)
)2
/κ
+ κ/|B|
}|B|
j=1
8: Select action ai = µθ(si) +N according to the current policy and exploration noise
9: Execute action ai and receive reward ri and the next state si+1
10: Store transition (si, ai, ri, si+1) in the experience buffer by overwriting experience indexed by j ∼ 1−p|B|−1
11: Sample indices {j1, ...j|Ψ|} ∼ pt and use them to select batch of experiences from the experience buffer:{
(sj , aj , rj , sj+1)
}
j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|}
12: Compute critic gradient dθv and actor gradient dθ using the |Ψ| sampled experiences
{
(sj , aj , rj , sj+1)
}
j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|}
13: Use probability of sampling p with importance sampling to correct the bias in dθv and dθ.
14: Update critic parameters θv using dθv and actor parameters θ using dθ
15: Compute {d˜t(j)}j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|} using dθ and dθv and update
{
w(j)← w(j) + d˜(j)/p(j)
}
j∈{j1,...j|Ψ|}
16: end for
17: until Max iteration T reached
during the last 60% of total learning episodes. Note that the score denotes the per-episode total testing return and is computed
using moving average windows.
A common drawback of DRL algorithms is that even when a good performance has been achieved, it can drop significantly
as the distribution of acquired data changes. That happens when a reached local optimum is lost to a worse one. Hence, the
algorithm de-learns and could diverge. By using our variance reduction methods, distracting samples are avoided. Thus, the
algorithm is expected to leave a optimum only to reach a better one. To measure this Learning stability, we compute the
proportion of the mean scores achieved at the end of learning to the max score achieved. This expresses how much of the max
score has been carried till the end of the learning. We also report the final performance which is the testing score after learning
is over. The average and standard deviation score is computed over 5 different seeds {2, 20, 200, 2000, 20000}. We report the
results robustness which is expressed by the mean of the standard deviation over the last 20% steps.
Table II shows the numerical figures of the measurements discussed above: learning speed, learning stability, Max score,
Robustness and Final performance. These results summarise the learning performance reported in Fig. V-B and Fig. V-B.
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Fig. 3. Variance on Walker2d
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF AES APPLIED TO DDPG AND SAC IN TERMS OF SAMPLE EFFICIENCY, LEARNING STABILITY AND FINAL PERFORMANCE
Environment Algorithm Method Learning speed Learning stability Max score Robustness Final performance
Humanoid DDPG Fifo 0.00169 1 287.537 103.397 287.537
PriExp 0.00253 0.999 382.384 81.240 382.254
AES 0.00259 1 391.208 112.204 391.208
SAC Fifo 0.00183 0.999 5500.471 159.036 5500.234
PriExp 0.00189 1 5692.541 288.715 5692.541
AES 0.00187 0.999 5612.325 242.891 5607.831
Ant DDPG Fifo 0.0016 0.797 890.913 121.338 710.784
PriExp 0.0012 0.984 873.657 51.073 860.445
AES 0.0019 0.981 887.672 35.888 871.596
SAC Fifo 0.0018 0.942 5239.381 1018.327 4936.972
PriExp 0.00171 0.977 4523.774 734.194 4422.798
AES 0.002 0.999 5982.045 299.794 5977.75
Walker2d DDPG Fifo 0.0016 0.925 1344.017 541.343 1244.302
PriExp 0.0019 1 1927.011 329.567 1927.011
AES 0.0026 1 2654.077 309.412 2654.077
SAC Fifo 0.0038 1 3818.676 507.097 3818.676
PriExp 0.00302 1 3025.566 810.013 3025.566
AES 0.00439 1 4389.851 326.548 4389.851
Hopper DDPG Fifo 0.0025 0.854 1958.503 952.031 1674.366
PriExp 0.0035 0.928 2400.457 304.08 2229.206
AES 0.0026 1 2600.677 281.619 2600.677
SAC Fifo 0.0027 0.912 2643.635 545.558 2413.141
PriExp 0.0027 0.999 2649.586 588.046 2648.707
AES 0.0029 1 2947.33 564.625 2947.33
HalfCheetah DDPG Fifo 0.0064 1 6429.229 913.628 6429.229
PriExp 0.0068 1 6850.154 459.511 6850.154
AES 0.0075 1 7533.83 457.035 7533.837
SAC Fifo 0.0033 1 9944.207 3793.857 9944.207
PriExp 0.0029 1 8712.836 4376.23 8712.836
AES 0.0039 1 11792.044 2640.481 11792.044
InvertedDoublePendulum DDPG Fifo 0.02033 0.789 8214.756 1158.533 6481.968
PriExp 0.0085 0.999 8545.812 714.948 8545.053
AES 0.0088 0.999 8761.786 459.784 8754.715
SAC Fifo 0.062 0.995 9358.604 495.93 9319.816
PriExp 0.041 0.995 9358.608 218.671 9320.195
AES 0.043 0.999 9358.223 48.287 9356.588
InvertedPendulum DDPG Fifo 0.0024 0.927 982.75 31.326 911.492
PriExp 0.0022 0.941 977.957 54.590 920.393
AES 0.0012 0.988 972.923 32.544 961.764
SAC Fifo 0.0065 0.928 1000 29.824 928.559
PriExp 0.0035 1 0.0035 187.152 1000
AES 0.0082 1 1000 4.943 1000
Reacher DDPG Fifo −1.531e−5 0.918 −10.028 1.572 −10.922
PriExp −2.382e−5 0.896 −10.365 1.544 −11.566
AES −9.68e−6 1 −9.680 0.937 −9.68
SAC Fifo −5.366 0.982 −0.214 0.026 −0.218
PriExp −6.335 0.965 −0.253 0.037 −0.262
AES −2.391 0.998 −0.217 0.019 −0.217
